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corresponding to a rotation frequency that is very close to the applied frequency. The 
temperature rises rapidly to about 3 eV in the first 20 ms, levels off, and then drops at 
an exponential rate comparable to that of the density rise. We note that the rate of 
temperature evolution [i.e., (\/T)dT/dt ~ 1.0 s"1] is much slower than the cyclotron 
cooling rate, indicating that the heating from the RW and the cyclotron cooling are 
very nearly balanced during plasma compression. Also, the cooling rate gets faster as 
the density increases as a result of the fact that the heating rate decreases as /E 
approaches ̂ w-

i - . » • » • - • « • •• • S \ > > > - > • - i 

Figure 2. Central density, n0 ( • ) and temperature, T(O), as a function of time after the RW is applied, 
for/RW= 4 MHz, VRW = 1.3 V, and Lp ~ 14 cm. The dashed line indicates the density for no-slip 
condition,^ =./RW)-

STRONG-DRIVE COMPRESSION 

A series of experiments were conducted to investigate the range of achievable 
plasma parameters accessible utilizing strong RW drive. The main results, published 
previously in Refs. [3, 4], are shown in Figs. 3 - 6 . The behavior illustrated in these 
figures is typical of "strong-drive" RW compression, a key signature of which is the 
tendency for the plasma to reach a low-slip steady state in which ̂  is very close to 

/RW. 

The transition to this new regime is illustrated in Fig. 3. Shown in this figure is a 
series of compression experiments conducted at fixed frequency for different values of 
the drive amplitude, FRW. For FRW < 0.7 V, the plasma is compressed to a limiting 
density of about 5x109 cm"3. However, at FRW = 0.7 V, there is a bifurcation to a new, 
high-density regime. Above this RW drive amplitude, the plasma always compresses 
to a much higher density with n approaching 2x1010 cm"3 for the chosen value of/kw-
For values of FRW > 0.7 V, the compression rate increases, but this only weakly affects 
the final steady state in which^ «^w. 

For fixed large-amplitude drive, plasma compression and high-density steady 
states are achieved for a range of drive frequencies. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where 
the density evolution is shown for drive frequencies between 0 and 10 MHz, with FRW 
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Figure 3. Time evolution of plasma density for different drive amplitudes, FRW, a t ^ w

 = 6 MHz. The 
data sets shown correspond to successive increases of FRW by 0.1 V. Of particular note is the 
bifurcation from the weak-drive regime to the strong-drive regime and the resulting saturation of the 
density increase that occurs at KRW = 0.7 V. Reprinted from Ref. [4]. 
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Figure 4. Steady-state density vsfRW for plasma lengths (from top to bottom) of 10, 14, and 24 cm, for 
values of VRW = l . O V ( ^ ) (the strong drive regime), and 0.1 V (O) (weak drive). The solid lines show 
the no slip condition, ̂ RW =fE. Reprinted from Ref. [4]. 
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In general, the strong-drive regime is characterized by relatively rapid RW 
compression as compared to the rate of the plasma expansion in the absence of the 
drive. In this regime, the density increases until there is only a fractionally small 
difference between ̂ /RW and/e . For example, from the data in Fig. 4, for Lp -14 cm, 
^RW = 6 MHz, and Af=fyx -/E < 0.15 MHz, corresponding to a fractional slip, Aflf< 
3%. This is typical of the small values of slip in the strong-drive regime. 

Changing the drive frequency, either up (as in Fig. 6) or down, causes a rapid 
change to a new equilibrium determined by the final drive frequency [4]. This has 
important positive implications for the utility of this regime in controlling the plasma 
parameters. In particular, for the relatively long, cylindrical plasmas studied here, 
setting the applied frequency in the low slip regime fixes the plasma density that can 
be adjusted easily by setting/RW while maintaining an approximately constant plasma 
length. 

One application in which this procedure would be useful is the production of 
antihydrogen from trapped positron and antiproton plasmas. The antihydrogen 
production rate is dependent on both the plasma density and temperature. The 
ATHENA group has measured the production vs time, by cycling plasma heating on 
and off, thereby studying the dependence of the production on positron plasma 
temperature [24]. We note that one could use RW plasma compression in the strong-
drive regime to cycle the positron plasma density in time by changing JRW (e.g., from 4 
and 8 MHz) and thus study the dependence of the antihydrogen production rate on 
positron density. For example, for the three-body recombination mechanism the factor 
of two change in density would be expected to produce a factor of four change in the 
production rate. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper we have presented an overview of recent results in a new "strong-
drive" regime of radial compression of single-component plasmas using rotating 
electric fields and strong cyclotron cooling. The fact that coupling of the fields to 
plasma modes is not required provides a great simplification in many practical 
applications. The limiting density corresponds to a "low-slip" condition in which the 
plasma rotation frequency is very close to the applied RW frequency. Once in the 
high-density state, only a weak dependence on the drive amplitude is observed 
demonstrating the hysteresis associated with this bifurcation to the strong drive 
regime. In this regime, changes in the applied frequency cause a rapid evolution to a 
new equilibrium with the final density set by the final RW frequency. This provides a 
convenient and robust method to control plasma density. 

One important, but as yet unanswered, question is the maximum density that can 
be achieved using this technique. The present limit on RW frequency (and hence 
plasma density) appears to be due to extrinsic resonances in the RW electrical circuit. 
In principle, plasma heating could also be a factor in limiting the maximum achievable 
density. However, since the observed outward transport, T, does not increase rapidly 
with density in the low-slip regime studied here [4], heating will likely not be a 
limiting factor, as it would be at lower densities where T ~ n2 [4, 25]. 
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